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Renew the Mind, Body, and Spirit
Four mountains, two towns, and one unforgettable experience at the confluence of nature, culture, and recreation.
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                Explore All Four

            
                
                

                Ushering in 153 acres of new terrain this season, Ajax rewards mastery and discovery, taking you above and beyond.

Learn More[image: Skier on Aspen Mountain ]

Aspen Mountain Skier


[image: Aspen Gondola]

Silver Queen Gondola




A welcoming mountain with a wild spirit and dynamic terrain—including the legendary Highland Bowl—Aspen Highlands was born different.

Learn More[image: Aspen Highlands]

Aspen Highlands
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Highland Skiers




A playground of greens, blues, stunning views, and a brand-new base area. Made for beginners, mastered by professionals, and enjoyed by all—at Buttermilk, it’s all-day recess.

Learn More[image: Buttermilk Mountain ]

Buttermilk Mountain
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Family Ski Day




Abundant in charm and terrain, Snowmass delivers a bounty of discovery both on and off the mountain. It’s a place of unlimited potential.

Learn More[image: Skier in Snowmass Park]

Skier in Snowmass Terrain Park
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Snowmass Mountain





            

        

    
Stay at Aspen Snowmass




Where Journeys Begin[image: People ski under the Big Burn lift in fresh snow, at Aspen Snowmass] People ski under the Big Burn lift in fresh snow, at Aspen Snowmass



At Aspen Snowmass, we offer 5,600+ acres of terrain, instruction from unmatched Ski & Snowboard Pros, and acclaimed restaurants and accommodations. Discover the best of it all.
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Stay Longer, Enjoy More Days to Play for Less
Save on lodging and get a free day of adult lift tickets when you book a minimum of 4+ days of skiing with 5 nights of lodging.
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Sunset Skiing
Enjoy skiing after hours on our mountains! Read here for more information on which mountain is offering sunset skiing this spring
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Meet Our Daymakers
Level up with a lesson while our Ski & Snowboard Pros show you everything our mountains have to offer.
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Global Cuisines, Local Ingredients
Where leisurely meals meet grab-and-go pit stops. Refuel on our mountains this winter.
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Stay Longer, Play More
Maximize your time and your turns with the best value on four or more days of lift tickets.
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A Guide To Closing Day Celebrations
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Four Mountain Sports Rentals
Nine convenient locations, free overnight equipment transfers, and the best gear around.
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Events at Aspen Snowmass
Throughout the year, Aspen Snowmass serves up a thrilling roster of races, concerts, parties, and more.



            

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                
                
                    
                        
                    
                
            

        

    



Outside the Ordinary
A strong community, values-led action, lasting connections with both people and the planet—these are the stories of Aspen Snowmass.

Learn more
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2024 Sustainability Report
Our first Sustainability Report was released in 1999. A lot has changed since then, but our commitment to combatting climate change is stronger than ever. Twenty-five years later, we’re still asking hard questions about ourselves and the systems in which we operate. Read the report.
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Explore Hero's
153 new acres of skiing and riding opens on Aspen Mountain this season. Be one of the first to explore Hero’s glades, steep chutes, and vast views of Independence Pass this winter.
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Art and the Climate Crisis
Swiss artist Claudia Comte’s work challenges us to reexamine our relationship with the natural world. Get to know the work of this year’s featured ArtUP artist.
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Bus Guide
Access the four unique mountains of Aspen Snowmass and the towns that surround them—without ever getting behind the wheel of a car.
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Connect With Us
Sign up for exclusive offers, new and updates, events, and more in your inbox.

 Join Our Community 
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